
    EUROMARK CONCEPTION : STRAW BLOWERS ASSETS

single piece non-deformable body shell

Mechanically welded body shell, its superior 
part is girdled with reinforcement gussets. 
Internal sides are perfectly smooth to prevent 
corrosion.

removable bottom and dual floor

Key component of the machine’s lifetime, they 
are entirely removable for an eased replacement 
and a maximal durability.

high resistance bottom conveyor

Bottom conveyor is 4mm thick. We add an 
usuary plate of 4mm below the chains. The 
protected belt lasts longer. 

usuary plate

A 4mm thick usuary plate is placed under 
the chains, ensuring the machine a longer 
lifetime.

bolted & removable stainless steel housing

The ventilation chamber is an essential element 
of the machine. We mount it with stainless steel 
for a longer lifetime. It provides a safe direct 
access to the turbine.

cabled electrical command
Ergonomic cabled housing to control the chutes 
and loading. The belt’s speed regulation is done 
by a proportional-command potentiometer.

cleanliness trap

Between the end of the belt and the spoiler, 
this trap evacuates rocks and cleans the dual 
floor for a better supply quality. 

2-speed gearbox

A 270rpm speed for distribution and a 540rpm 
speed for mulching.

Serial equipment.

2 functions electric commands

On the rear of the machine, the closest to the 
hydraulic door, they offer a safe control of the 
door and the belt. Optionnal.

STRAW BLOWERS
TX27XL & POLYFLOW / BOOSTER 2D2 / CHARGER
TX47 / 57 / 67 / 87 / 107 / 137 / 157 / 177XL

adjustable boom

• For semi-trailed models. 
• Adjustable boom in 3 positions. 
• Delivered with lifting rod.

hydraulic rear door - 1200kg

Controlled by 2 actuators. Its particular form is 
made for round or rectangular bales. 
Serial on models: TX27/47/57/67XL, CHARGER, 
BOOSTER 2D2. Optionnal.

double flow turbine

Thanks to its performances, mulching is regular 
even on a long distance. 
Silage distribution is fast and homogeneous.

french
manufacture

    www.euromark.fr 
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